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Overview This article is about a package, a program that you can either use or work with (depending on your perspective) to make it easier to install and interact with some software. The package name can be used, and the package description (if you ever happen to see it) can be included. For example, Synaptic is a package for managing software installed on your computer, while applications such as
Firefox can be described as application packages. The page about the package shows its description, technical information, and alternatives. If the package is part of the official distribution of Debian, the link to the Ubuntu package is provided, which contains information on the upstream package of Ubuntu (the original author of the application). Description Software distributed in a package typically
consists of a software bundle (an archive file), a description of the software to be installed, metadata such as version and build number, and a configuration file and a script called a postinst script. The postinst script is used to install the software's dependencies (instructions to install other pieces of software, as well as configuration files in the case of software that requires them). The package is meant to
be installed with an apt (Advanced Packaging Tool) command, and it is usually chosen with the apt-get command. The metadata are displayed with a command called dpkg-query. Installing software with a package manager is usually much easier than installing software without one, because it will automatically take care of configuration for you and of removing software you no longer want. It also allows
you to easily upgrade the installed software to newer versions. Package managers are also better at updating software than manual installation. Applications Most application packages are available for installation on a wide range of Linux distributions. These application packages usually contain the software's source code, the instructions to compile it, and the system dependencies. This type of software
package is often considered to be more secure than a binary package that does not contain the source code (see Package Management below), since the source code provides developers with a better understanding of how to compile the software, and thus how to remove its security holes or dependencies. However, source packages may be much more difficult to install. Some distributors ship a binary
package of a GNU/Linux distribution in addition to source packages, which can make it easier to install and maintain a system. Applications References External links Installing software from source code Category:Free package management systems Category:Free computer 3ef4e8ef8d
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